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Background: Bifurcation lesions remain as one of the most concern in percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI). On the bifurcation lesion 
treatment with drug-eluting stents (DES), lack of attachment of the stent struts to the side-branch vessel (SBV) wall might not allow the neointimal 
coverage on the stent struts. The status and serial changes of neointimal hyperplasia(NIH) and coverage on struts placed across the SBV were not 
evaluated. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the serial changes of NIH on DES struts with crossing over the SBV using Optical Coherence 
Tomography (OCT) imaging. 
Methods: Twenty two patients treated bifurcation lesion with sirolimus eluting stent crossing over the SBV with serial OCT imaging were enrolled. 
They were imaged with motorized OCT pull back system (1mm/s) analyzed at 0.3 mm interval. Average first OCT images were obtained at 11months 
and second were at 26 months after PCI. NIH of jailed struts and main vessel (MV) struts were measured. 
Results: Average NIH of jailed strut at second follow up was increased compared to that at first follow up, while average NIH of MV was not 
changed. Furthermore, the percentage of uncovered jailed strut at the second follow up was significantly decreased compared to that at the first 
follow up, the percentage of uncovered MV strut at the second follow up was not changed. (Table1) 
Conclusions:  In this follow up study, delayed endothelialization of jailed struts was observed at more than 20 months follow up.
